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Motivation

Sequence-based Fraud Detection Task:  Exploit the users’ historical behavior 

sequences to help differentiate fraudulent payments from regular ones.
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Motivation

Shortcommings:

⚫ The prediction results are difficult to explain for these methods.

⚫ They focus more on the sequential information of the behaviors, but fail to thoroughly exploit the 

internal information of each behavior, e.g., only the first-order information of fields’ embeddings 

is used to represent events.

Existing Method

In order to tackle the above two problems, we propose a Hierarchical Explainable Network (HEN) to 

model users’ behavior sequences, which could not only improve the performance of fraud detection 

but also help answer this “why”.
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Motivation

New challenge:

Our company is one of the world-leading cross-border e-commerce companies. 

As its e-commerce business expands to new domains, e.g., new countries or new 

markets, one major problem for modeling users’ behavior in fraud detection 

systems is the limitation of data collection, e.g., very few data/labels available. 

(The need of Lazada)

Due to the new challenge,  we introduce cross-domain fraud detection, which 

aims to transfer knowledge from existing domains (source domains) with enough 

and mature data to improve the performance in the new domain (target domain). 
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Contributions

• To solve the sequence-based fraud detection problem, we propose 

hierarchical explainable network (HEN) to model users' behavior sequences, 

which could not only improve the performance of fraud detection but also 

give reasonable explanations for the prediction results.

• For cross-domain fraud detection, we propose a general transfer framework 

that can be applied upon various existing models in the Embedding & MLP 

paradigm. 

• We perform experiments on real-world datasets of four countries to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of HEN. In addition, we demonstrate our 

transfer framework is general for various existing models on 90 transfer tasks. 

Finally, we conduct case study to prove the explainability of HEN and the 

transfer framework.
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Hierarchical Explainable Network

Event sequence:

Event presentation:

Problem Statement：

Structure：
 Look-up embedding

 Field-level extractor

 Event-level extractor

 Wide layer

 MLP



Hierarchical Explainable Network

2、Field-level extractor

 The field-level extractor aims to extract the event representations from the embedding 

vectors of fields.

1、Look-up embedding

 Look-up embedding has been widely adopted to learn dense representations from raw data 

for prediction.



Hierarchical Explainable Network
3、Event-level extractor

 The event-level extractor aims to extract the sequence embedding from the historical event 

embedding vectors.

4、Wide layer

 Wide layer is the linear part just like the “wide” part in Wide & Deep to capture the 

first-order information.



Hierarchical Explainable Network

5、Prediction and learning

Explainability：
 Field-level extractor: Our field-level extractor is able to choose informative fields. w indicates the 

attention distribution of field embeddings that could explain which field embedding is more 

important to represent event embedding.

 Event-level extractor: Our event-level extractor is able to score the event importance, and from the 

score, we could find which event is more important to represent the sequence embedding.

 Wide layer: The wide layer of HEN could help to identify specific value of fields with high-risk/low-

risk, which could be used as whitelist/blacklist.



General Transfer Framework

Structure：
 The Strategy of Embedding

 Shared and Specific behavior sequence 

extractor

 Domain Attention

 Aligning Distributions

Explainability：
 Domain Attention: Domain attention 

module is capable of learning the 

importance of domain-shared and domain-

specific representations.

Problem Statement：
There are a source domain and a target domain. 

The number of labeled samples in target is far 

less than the source domain.



General Transfer Framework
1、The Strategy of Embedding

 We divide the embedding layer into domain-shared and domain-specific.

2、Shared and Specific behavior sequence extractor: 

 We also divide the behavior sequence extractor into domain-shared and domain-specific. 

3、Domain Attention

 By combining the domain-shared and domain-specific representations (zshare and zspe), it 

could contain more useful knowledge. (o denotes the domain label)



General Transfer Framework
4、Aligning Distributions

To feed zsrc and ztgt into the same MLP, we need to align the distibutions of them. Most 

existing transfer approaches aim to align the marginal and conditional distributions. 

However, in our scenario, the class distribution is extremely unbalanced that the number 

of non-fraud samples is about 100 times more than fraud samples. Hence, aligning the 

marginal and conditional distributions would lead to unsatisfying performance. For our 

scene, we propose Class-aware Euclidean Distance which explicitly takes the class 

information into account and measures the intra-class and inter-class discrepancy across 

domains.

Euclidean Distance:

Class-aware Euclidean Distance:



General Transfer Framework
The Behavior sequence extractor of HEN The general transfer 

framework could be

applied upon various 

existing models in the 

Embedding & MLP

paradigm. The most 

important thing to apply 

the transfer framework is 

to define the behavior 

sequence extractor. For 

our HEN, the behavior 

sequence extractor 

contains a field-level 

extractor and an event-

level extractor as shown 

in the left.



Experiments
Dataset:

The fraud detection dataset is collected from one of the world-leading cross-border e-

commerce company, which utilizes the risk management system to detect the transaction 

frauds.



Experiments
Baselines

 W & D[1]:In real industrial applications, Wide & Deep model has been widely accepted.

 NFM[2]: It is a recent state-of-the-art simple and efficient neural factorization machine model.

 LSTM4FD[3]: Some work has applied LSTM for the sequence-based fraud detection tasks, and we 

called these methods as LSTM4FD.

 M3R[4]：It is a most recent hierarchical sequence-based model (M3R and M3C) which deals with 

both short-term and long-term dependencies with mixture models. We choose the better hierarchical 

model M3R as the baseline.

[1] Cheng, Heng-Tze, et al. "2016. Wide & deep learning for recommender systems." In DLRS, 2016.

[2] He, Xiangnan, et al. "Neural factorization machines for sparse predictive analytics." In SIGIR, 2017.

[3] Wang S, et al. "Session-based fraud detection in online e-commerce transactions using recurrent neural networks"//ECML&EKDD, 2017.

[4] Tang, Jiaxi, et al. "Towards neural mixture recommender for long range dependent user sequences." In WWW, 2019.



Experiments

In binary prediction tasks, AUC (Area Under ROC) is a widely used metric. However, 

in our real card-stolen fraud detection scenario, we should increase the recall rate, 

while avoid disturbing the normal users as few as possible. In other words, the task is 

improving the True Positive Rate (TPR) on the basis of low False Positive Rate (FPR). 

Therefore, we adopt the standardized partial AUC (SPAUCFPR≤maxfpr)



Experiments

Standard supervised prediction tasks.



Experiments
Transfer tasks

We observe that the 

transfer framework is 

able to improve the 

performance of base 

models with different 

sizes of training sets,

which proves that the 

transfer framework is 

compatible with many

models in the 

Embedding & MLP 

paradigm.



Experiments
Abalation study:



Experiments
Case Study:

Explanation of Wide Layer:

Three-level Attention:
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